NUVO ISP

Conference, Event & Studio
Internet

STANDARD EVENT AND
STUDIO WIFI - INCLUDED IN
SPACE RENTAL
NUVO Network offers a 5 Mbps
WiFi connection at no charge for
guests to connect to while in the
building. This network is shared
building-wide, and speeds can
ﬂuctuate depending on how
many users are connected
simultaneously. If the internet is
critical to the success of an event
or production, an upgrade should
be considered.

NUVO WIFI PACKAGES

GOLD STANDARD EVENT AND STUDIO WIFI
Offering ﬁve times the speed of the Standard Event and Production WiFi service, the
Gold Standard WiFi provides a private wireless network with speeds up to 25Mbps.
Independent from other networks in the building, this connection is not impeded by
the activities of other people on-site, providing a fast and stable connection suitable
for web browsing and email activities for up to 100 people.
Priced at $100 connection rate + $5 per user per day.
PLATINUM STANDARD EVENT AND STUDIO WIFI
Offering eight times the speed of the Standard Event and Production WiFi service, the
Platinum Standard provides a private wireless network with speeds of up to 40Mbps.
Independent from other networks in the building, this connection is not impeded by
the activities of other people on-site, providing a fast and stable connection suitable
for media streaming, mobile apps, and large-ﬁle downloads for up to 100 people.
Priced at $100 connection rate + $8 per user per day.
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NUVO ISP

Conference, Event & Studio
Internet

SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS CONNECTIONS
For events and studio shoots that have special requirements and customized solutions,
including specialist equipment or hardwire connections, the following standardized
rates are applied:
NUVO EVENT , CONFERENCE & STUDIO WIFI PACKAGES
Price per unit ($)
Setup Fee (per hour)

125

100Mbps Line Rental (per day)

150

Switch Rental (per day, if required)

15

Router Rental (per day, if required)

15

Public IP (if required)

20

A typical two-day studio session, with one day for set-up and testing, utilizing a single
100Mbps line providing 20Mbps to up to ﬁve internet-enabled devices would be quoted
at $360 + $500 setup fee. A switch can be provided, if required, to facilitate the connection
of multiple devices to the same network line. Similarly, if any custom routing between
devices is required, router rental is available.
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